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ABSTRACT
The practical application of current airborne and future satellite or space station based high spectral resolution
(hyperspectral) imagery to vegetative canopies (sparse or dense) and resulting derived bio-physical variables will depend
upon our ability to rapidly apply scientifically based algorithms. Key to these rapid assessments is the selection ofthe best or
optimal channels or bands for detection of plant stress or dysfunction. Previous work '2,3,4,5 has demonstrated the potential of
utilizing high spectral resolution optical signatures for detecting plant stress related to the vegetation's moisture within the
leaf structure. Future algorithms and techniques need to discriminate plant species as well as any plant dysfunction or
stresses in terms of leaf chemistry or other canopy bio-physical variables in order to improve operational advances in the use
of hyperspectral imagery for environmental surveillance, agriculture and earth system science management. Second
derivative imagery based upon derivative algorithms and selected bands are presented for AVIRIS imagery of Kennedy
Space Center, Cape Canaveral and the Satellite Beach region of central Florida. The algorithms show potential for being
used as the basis for firmware or "silicon strategy" based algorithms in the future.

Keywords: imaging spectroscopy, derivative spectroscopy, reflectance spectroscopy, remote sensing, AVIRIS, radiative
transfer, vegetation, canopy absorption coefficients, leaf absorption, vegetation stress, vegetation backscafter coefficients,
environmental models, environmental surveillance, hyperspectral remote sensing, environmental optics.

1. BACKGROUND
The practical application of scientifically based remote sensing algorithms to hyperspectral imagery of vegetative canopies
(sparse or dense) and resulting derived bio-physical variables for environmental surveillance purposes or environmental
monitoring (such as change detection) require the utilization of ground based measurements of target reflectance. Other
vegetation and canopy related parameters needed for radiative transfer modeling of canopy reflectance signatures include
bottom reflectance, canopy attenuation, leaf level absorption (due to specific leaf chemistry) and canopy structure
measurements (such as leaf area index, leaf angle distributions, and or canopy closure).

These bio-physical remote sensing variables are critical to enhancing our scientific understanding of environmental target
signatures, particularly the canopy reflectance signature. Only if one can accurately model or predict this signal, can one
believe that the resulting scientific algorithms (based upon model results and derived spectroscopy algorithms) will be
reproducible and accurate for the purposes. In fact, our scientific understanding is directly proportional to our predictive
capabilities.

Figure 1 demonstrates our approach to integrating scientifically based radiative transfer modeling of vegetative canopies or
targets with algorithms derived from derivative hyperspectral reflectance spectroscopy. One may note that if the analytical
models can reproduce the ground based reflectance signatures, and if the airborne or satellite data that has the atmospheric
effects removed from their signal, such that the calculated airborne reflectance measurements match the ground based
measurements, then would be in a perfect position to develop derivative based remote sensing algorithms based upon the
reflectance signature features. Our goal then is to compare (for vegetative plant dysfunction assessments) the signals
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obtained from high order derivatives of the measured spectral signatures of targets to the same modeipredicted signatures of
the higher order derivative spectra. The other approach for algorithm development is the independent inversion and
development of the radiative transfer model results. This approach is necessary since the analytical radiative transfer
solutions are in general highly nonlinear. Previous work"2'3'4 demonstrated the potential ofutilizing high spectral resolution
optical signatures for detecting plant stress related to the vegetation's exposure to and proximity to water, as indicated in leaf
or subsurface ground based moisture measurements. Future algorithms and techniques need to enable rapid and accurate
discrimination ofplant species as well as any plant dysfunction in order to improve operational advances in use of
hyperspectral imagery for environmental surveillance, agriculture and earth system science management activities. As useful
algorithms are developed and tested, their development needs to be supported not only in software form, but into firmware in
the form of what we might call "a silicon based strategy" for shortened development time and for rapid deployment
operations in commercial field applications.

}
Developing Scientifically Based Hyperspectral Remote Sensing Algorithms

APROACH:

1) Analytically BasedReflectance Modeling &
Simulation Of Reflectance Signatures.

Goal To Predict & Understand Ground Based
Reflectance Signatures using:

. leaf level chemistry,. leaflevel absorption signatures,. canopy closure,. bottom reflectance signatures.. fluorescence signatures.

APROACH

2) Derivative Spectroscopv of Reflectance
Signatures ofground based canopy level
reflectance signatures.

Goal: Automated-Objective Selection of the
Optimal Channels or Bands to utilizefor —

. identflcationof targets.. target chemical characteristic
determinations,. target dysfunctional detection.
(e.g. plant stress detection).
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Figure 1 . Conceptual diagram indicating selected scientifically based approach for developing hyperspectral
imaging spectroscopy remote sensing algorithms. Algorithms are based upon remote sensing reflectance, radiative
transfer modeling to minimize differences between predicted, and measured airborne & ground based spectral
signatures. Simultaneous framework involves using derivative spectroscopy of spectral signatures obtained from
modeling and from sensor systems.

Hyerspectral Aircraft Or Satellite Overflight
& Subsequent Atmospheric Correction for Sensor
Based Airborne Reflectance of Targets.

Difference between Ground and Airborne
Reflectance Signatures is due to Atmosphere.

Coincident Ground Based Measurements:
S Canopy Reflectance,. Canopy Bottom Reflectance,
I LeafLevel Chemistry,
S LeafLevel Reflectance,
S LeafLevel Absorption (from transmittance).

Difference between Ground based Reflectance of
targets and Airborne Measurements:. Improve Atmospheric Corrections.. Utilize Calibrated Reflectance

Targets For Both Ground &
Airborne Flights.

f�.L Eliminate ground & airborne reflectance
differences for Application of Algorithms.

Apply Resulting Derivative Spectroscopy Algorithms to Hyperspectral Imagery:

. Software Based (With & Without Noise Effects),

. Hardware or Firmware Based (Silicon Strategies)
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When we speak of radiative transfer models we generally are referring to forms of the radiative transfer equations similar to
that given below. For example, a version ofa radiative transfer and associated role ofthe absorption and scattering processes
is described by Priesendorfer6 in terms of a radiative transfer equation (RTE):

II
dL(z;; A) = -c(z; )L(z; A) + J L(z; '; (z; A)d ') + (z; A)L (z; ) (1)

where t=cos 0 (cosine ofzenith angle), L is radiance (Wm2sr), z depth (m) positive down, is direction oflight, 2
represents wavelength (nm), c is a beam attenuation coefficient (absorption +scattering) (m'), indicates integration over
directions of a unit sphere, is a volume scattering function7 (m'sf') which describes the amount oflight originally heading
in direction ' at depth z elastically scattered into direction (elastic scattering is used to denote scattering with no change of
wavelength, whereas inelastic scattering is that scattering process which involves a change of wavelength or frequency). L is
the collimated radiance (Wm2sr1).

The first term on the right hand side of 1 is the loss of radiant energy from due to absorption or scattering (backwards or
forwards) out of the path of the radiant energy flux. The 2dand 3rd terms are gains due to the a collimated or a path
radiance being scattered within the path of the radiant energy (either diffuse or collimated). These analytical models have
been solved and results demonstrated using Monte Carlo techniques9 and these RTE equations have been simplified into
more readily solvable systems of differential equations, as witnessed in the well know versions of the two-flow equations
given below. In their simplest case, these equations are given7'8'9 by a set of two or three coupled ordinary differential
equations that describe the upwelling and downwelling irradiance in a unit volume of water of depth z, for example:

dE:(Z)(b)EWbEW() dE:(Z)(b)bEW() (2)

where a(A) is the absorption coefficient (m1), b() is a backscatter coefficient (m1), E(?) is the upwelling irradiance (Wm2),
Ed() is the downwelling irradiance (Wm2), and R(?)=EU(?)/EdQ). The above clearly shows where the measured canopy and
leaf based absorption spectra, a(A) and the calculated backscatter spectra, b(?), are utilized to solve for and predict the
canopy reflectance. The predicted signatures and solutions can also be operated upon using numerical 2ndderivative
procedures"2'3. Similar equations and solutions for the non-homogeneous equations2 utilize the same or similar.

As shown,7'8'9"° solutions to these types of simplified equations require knowledge of and use of canopy bio-physical
attenuation spectra and or leaf level absorption & backscatter signatures that are formulated to account for the leaf chemistry
as well as for the canopy structure and canopy bottom reflectance signatures. These signals are in turn used to simulate
canopy reflectance signatures which can then in turn be used "to calculate higher order derivatives ofthe predicted
reflectance signatures ". These signatures can then be used to select optimal bands or channels and compared to the
measured features of plant dysfunction using the observed by airborne or satellite sensor signatures for environmental
surveillance, monitoring activities, and related earth system science management.

2. METHODS
Field based measurements of plant optical signatures have been collected for a number of years at selected sites and time
periods in the coastal land margin region of central Florida known as the "Space Coast". Spectral signatures collected using
SE590 intensified solid state spectrographs. The data are processed to produce reflectance signatures utilizing calibrated
Labsphere calibrated reflectance panels and we collect data for 252 channels from 368-1 1 15 nm. These signatures are then
correlated to plant leaf moisture, chemistry and measures of leaf water potential as well as ground water table from
lysimeters readings. The optical signatures of canopy reflectance are then related to the water stress indicators and thus used
to objectively select optimal channels and bands using a 2ndorder reflectance derivative estimator. The spectroscopy
technique then utilizes a method whereby optimal bands or channels are selected for application to hyperspectral imagery.
The resulting derivative spectroscopy algorithms were applied to AVIRIS airborne imagery from an overflight over the
selected ground study sites.
An additional derivative approach that has been applied is to utilize collected and normalized reflectance signatures of
different vegetative species, as indicated below, in order to calculate contrast signatures, where the contrast signature is
defined as:
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Crs(/) {Wrs() 3 rs(') } " 13 rs(') , (1)

followed by the calculation of a second order derivative estimator of either the normalized signature or the resulting contrast
signature for the ground based point measurements or pixel positions within an image with x,y coordinates, or:

a2 4rs (2,x,y) /d (,) 2 and d2 rs ,x,y) /8(,) 2 (2)

Crs contrast reflectance signature,
Wrs target or species reflectance signature,
1 rs= background or discriminator reflectance signature,
2 = nominal wavelength of channel,
x,y image coordinates or pixel position in scene.

Note that thereflectance signatures are normalized 0- 1 in an image scene or a group of ground based measurements. The
reflectance measurements and resulting signatures for measurements taken in central Florida are shown in Figure 2.
Also indicated are the locations of the TM bands. Note that the 2nd order derivative estimators in the lower 2 panels identify
spectral regions that may be used to identify or discriminate species from the open oak vegetation category. It can be
observed in these derivative signatures that the regions where discrimination potential is greatest is in spectrally narrower
regions than the typical wide channels used on the Landsat Thematic Mapper sensor system.

Figure 2(a). Normalized reflectance signatures
of Florida coastal scrub plants5.
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Figure 2(b). Contrast signatures based upon
normalized reflectance signature. Vertical
lines represent Landsat TM channels.
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Figure 2(d). 2nd derivative estimator of
contrast normalized reflectance signature
shown above.

Figure 2(c). 2nd Derivative estimator of
normalized reflectance signatures shown
above.
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In the above analysis and the analysis methods below, the 2nd order derivative is based upon the method where the ratio of
two band ratios with a common channel or bands provide a nonlinear second order derivative value. This method is
described in the figure below.

Figure 3. The mathematical basis and description ofa nonlinear estimator° of a
second derivative based upon the use of two band ratios with a common channel.
Note that one can define many 2' order derivatives based upon various numerical
finite difference schemes.

The calculations necessary to apply the 2nd order operator procedure presented above can be carried out in such a manner so
as to select the optimal sets of channels or bands in a set of spectral signatures in a one dimensional array or 2 dimensional
array, such as an image. This procedure has been utilized using passive remote sensing data where all possible combinations
of channels are used to objectively select the best channels or bands with a data set of known spectral signatures and
vegetation bio-physical variables. Figure 4 below shows the results of such an analysis performed using software developed
by the author and made available for this project. In the example below, the moisture potential characteristic of harvested
plant canopy leaves from 2 oak species were used as the plant dysfunction indicator. In this analysis the selected optimal

channels were 759 nm, 926 nm (center wavelength) and 1050
nm, with an rO.79 for the data collected during two spring

o * periods 1994 and 1995. It should be noted that any laboratory,. field or aerial bio-physical variable that can be represented by an: ordinal or discrete categorical scale can be utilized in the
software analysis procedure. Note that the same procedure can
be calculated using known or suspected dysfunction related
variables obtained from an image scene, geographical area that
is desired to be monitored, or that is under surveillance for

. environmental or earth science purposes. Note that the
automated procedure identified in this example a set of 3
channels that thus provides a linear assessment of the moisture

I.30 1 .40 of the plant leaves13 expressed in the reflectance of the

Inflection Estimate canopy'4"5'16. The procedure has been applied to many different
environmental variables that can be detected using sensor data.

Figure 4. Example 3 channel inflection or 2nd derivative Thus, when the bands have been selected, one can apply the
band selection result between hyperspectral signatures algorithm to an image of a region for an surveillance
(n=36) and leaf moisture potential of two species of oaks. or applications concerning vegetative dysfunction.
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What is the 2nd derivative of the reflectance signature?

Remember Band Ratios: 2' , 3I A2 channel i=l to 3 at ).

/\2

Now take the ratio of 2 slopes or 2 band ratios
with coincident channel or:

(21)1(3') _Ø /(Z13) _ ) 2/( ) in*' i+m)

.. Concavity, Convexity can be
quantitatively defined between any
combinations of 3 channels or
bands i, i-n, i+m.
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3. RESULTS
The above methods describe the derivative spectroscopy methodology. The resultsare readily transferable for calculation of
hyperspectral based derivative images for geographic assessments wherein the images have thepotential to indicate areas or
sub-watershed areas having canopy water stress or moisture related plant dysfunctions. Resulting imagery can also be related
to known or measured subsurface hydrology (subsurface water table heights) as indicated fromour research. Such
information is suggestive of known soil and landscape areas that are some distance from subsurfaceor surface water needed
for sustained plant growth. The following figures demonstrate the techniques described aboveto AVIRIS data previous
collected in the late spring. Figure 5 shows example AVIRJS data at Kennedy Space Center in Florida.Note the high moisture
region colored in this spectroscopy image is indicated by the dark, almost black-reddish and blue &green colored areas at the
end of the landing strip at the top of the color image. This is contrasted to the image analysis results for thedryer areas—

indicated in the image color table as
lighter colored areas (such as the white
shuttle landing facility or strip) The dry
areas are colored white or gray in this
color map. The brightly colored area at the
top of the color spectroscopy image is a
sub-watershed area of known emergent
aquatic vegetation. This trend of a moist
vegetative area as one moves into a lush
moist upland area is indicated in this
derivative spectroscopy scene. Note the
unique characteristic of a Vehicle
Assembly Building (VAB) complex roof
in the center of the white area at the top of
the derivative spectroscopy scene.

Figure 6 below shows a set of selected
channels taken from a spectral signature
within a citrus vegetative region south of
the shuttle landing facility. Figure 7
indicates the citrus area from which this
relative spectral intensity curve was
extracted. The curve indicates channels
that are used in the image presented in as a
derivative spectroscopy example. Figure 7
is a mosaic scene of several AVIRIS
images which also demonstrates the
moisture indicative within the scene.

Figure 5. (above) Example AVIRIS image of Kennedy Space Center using
the derivative spectroscopy techniques. Hyperspectral data of the shuttle landing
facility and vegetative land areas in the vicinity of the landing strip. The left
image is a single band while the colored area is an enhanced derivative
spectroscopy image indicating moist areas with blue greens and dry areas by
the gray to white colored areas

Figure 6. (right) Relative spectral intensity as a function of wavelength from
AVIRIS of citrus vegetation pixel. The pixel spectral signature was taken
from a region south of the shuttle landing facility shown in image sub-region
indicated. Spectral derivative algorithms utilize the curvature information in the
reflectance signatures. Vertical lines in the signature indicate bands used
in Figure 7 below.
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The shuttle landing facility was used during the
AVIRIS flight as a calibrated reflectance panel
because of its general uniform spectral response for
removing atmospheric effects. Figure 9 below
shows another application of the derivative
algorithm to a scene in order to detect moisture in
the vegetative areas. The dry upland areas along the
beach in Figure 9 are indicated by the yellow to
white areas in the derivative scene. The other 3
image panes are the 3 channels of the AVIRIS
image used to calculate the 2nd derivative nonlinear
estimator scene. The derivative spectroscopy scene
is color coded with white being the dryer vegetative
or low moisture areas within the Space Center and
the nearby Cape Canaveral watershed. Note the
presence of the shuttle launch pads.

The techniques described above and used in this
paper demonstrate the ability of a derivative
spectroscopy approach to detect vegetative plant
dysfunctions and the techniques can be used for
water applications for detecting fronts or other
unique water features. We have used the derivative
approach to estimate water quality conditions from
hyperspectral images and optical signatures. Figure
10 shows the resulting frontal features in a color
image using AVIRIS data collected off Satellite

Beach, near Patrick Air Force Base,
along Central Florida. This scene clearly
shows the derivative spectroscopy
approach for detecting water features
such as fronts. Other remote sensing
algorithms can and have detected such
water features in this area.

Figure 9. Three channels of AVIRIS are
used to create a false color derivative
(upper left colored image) spectroscopy
image of the vegetative water moisture
indicator. The three scenes used to
calculate the false color image are shown
for comparison.
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Figure 8. (right) Kennedy Space Center AVIRIS
scene indicating the shuttle landing facility and the
region south used as a vegetative citrus monitoring
site next to arrow on the left.
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Figure II. Example AVIRIS image of coastal water region near
Satellite Beach, Florida. Remote sensing derivative spectroscopy
algorithm applied to selected channels to enhance coastal water fronts.

Figure 12 below shows the black & white image of the area before
application of the derivative algorithm to the AVIRJS scene The figure
shows the causeway south of Patrick Air Force Base at the north or
upper portion of the scene and is bordered by Indian Harbor Beach at
the bottom and south region of the black and whiteimage.

4. DISCUSSION
The results document the importance of good atmospheric correction and calibration of high altitude hyperspectral imagery to
ground based measurements even if large area calibration targets are utilized for self-calibrating algorithms. Future
hyperspectral airborne and satellite data need to include considerations for self-calibration'2 to known ground based targets.
The derivative based algorithms have been shown to remove the significant features of atmospheric degradation ofhigh
altitude imagery and thus hold the potential for future applications until a world wide network of ground reference calibration
stations have been developed for agricultural and ecosystem remote sensing applications. The ability to develop vegetative
dysfunction remote sensing algorithms is important for agricultural purposes as well as for determining possible effects of
vegetative exposure to gases and other chemicals that may br important for environmental surveillance or monitoring
operations. The techniques hold promise for additional applications as soon as we begin to make the conversion from
software to firmware based silicon strategies of the techniques described above.
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